Chamilo LMS - Bug #7264
Forum created in a course is visible in the session
11/09/2014 13:41 - Julio Montoya

Status:

Bug resolved

Start date:

11/09/2014

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Angel Quiroz

% Done:

100%

Category:

Forum

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

1.9.10

Spent time:

2.57 hours

Complexity:

Normal

SCRUM pts complexity:

?

Description
According to this:
https://support.chamilo.org/projects/chamilo-18/wiki/Tools_and_sessions
The forum created in the course should be visible only in the course.
Associated revisions
Revision 3d46038f - 17/09/2014 00:52 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
List forum created in the basis course only in the basis course - refs #7264
Revision 2990cd05 - 17/09/2014 00:52 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
List forum categories created in the basis course only in the basis course - refs #7264
Revision 1187ba6f - 12/10/2014 01:34 - Yannick Warnier
Merge pull request #356 from AngelFQC/7264
List forum created in the base-course only in the basis course. Session forums created in a forum category of the base-course will disappear after
upgrade - refs #7264
Revision fed8d19f - 12/10/2014 04:33 - Yannick Warnier
Add warning in the changelog regarding disappearing posts in forum - refs #7267 and refs #7264

History
#1 - 11/09/2014 13:42 - Julio Montoya
- Description updated
#2 - 17/09/2014 00:59 - Angel Quiroz
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 0 to 50
I fixed this in my local Chamilo changing the additional conditions according to the session of course
PR: https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/356
#3 - 17/09/2014 16:33 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from New to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
#4 - 12/10/2014 01:34 - Yannick Warnier
- Category set to Forum
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 50 to 100
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Checked, approved and merged.
Just a note: because of this change, people using sessions, who have already created a forum inside a session, but where the forum category had
been created inside the base course, will see their "hybrid" forum disappear.
This might come back to us as support tickets somewhere in the future...
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